
 Maths Support - Week 4 
Year: Reception 11.05.20 

 
Tuesday 

 

Focus 4: To apply knowledge of number, shape and measures in their surrounding environment.  
 
Why?  

 

 
Key words: Number names, shapes, size, big, small, round, tall, short, more, fewer, etc. 
What you need: number names, shapes and objects of different sizes. 
 
Suggested sentence structures:   
“I can see the number __ on the _____.”  
“I can count __ trees. Some are taller than the school.”  
“I can wrap my arms around this tree trunk - it is not very thick. We need two children to ‘hug’ this tree 
though. The trunk is very thick.” 
How?  

 Explore your surrounding environment with your child.  

 Children should not be limited to finding just numbers in their surrounding environment but 
shape and measures as well.  

 Suggested prompts have been given below but these will need to be adapted to suit your 
home/garden.  

 Afterwards, have a sharing session to discuss what they have found.  

 Aspects to draw attention to will depend on the setting in which you complete the trail. 

 Encourage your child to find the maths around them - it is everywhere; ask questions such as; 
how many, are there more __ or ____; how do you know? 

 Look at that plant and the leaves - what maths can you see there?  

 If there is passing traffic near your home, how many red cars pass in one minute?  

 Model how to record using a tally to help your child count them.  

 Explore the registration plates on the cars, what numbers can they see? 
Is there a pattern between some/ any of the number plates?  
Look for tessellations and patterns in footpaths/walls/etc. 
How many of each shape do they see?  
What shapes are they?  
How many hops would they need to hop on each stone or to get to the end of the path?   

 Allow your child to explain their own thinking to allow connections to be made between this 
and their knowledge of maths.   

 

Key Questions to Check Understanding  
 Find as many links as you can to the number nine. What is the same and what is different 

about them? 

 What is the longest line you can find? How could you measure how long it is? 

 Look at these three plants. Which is the odd one out and why? 

 
Independent Task:  
Complete the above tasks and activity sheet 1. 
All:  Teddy’s Towers height Towering sheet 
Complete the above tasks and the activity sheet 2. 
Most: How Much Does It Hold sheet? 
Complete the above tasks and the activity sheet 3. 
Some: One more or one less. 
 
 
 
 



Activity sheet 1- All         
            

            
            
            
            
            



            
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
      



Activity sheet 2- Most         

            
            
            
            



Activity sheet 3- Some  
 

   
             


